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One year into the Trump presidency
Looking
back at the
events that
defined his
first year.
Saturday, Jan. 20, marks
the one-year anniversary of
the day Donald Trump took
office as the 45th president of
the United States after a nailbiting election season.
As his first year comes to
a close, The Daily Tar Heel
looks back at his performance.

Fulfilling campaign
promises
During his campaign,
Trump promised to tackle
perceived problems with
immigration and reduce governmental regulations.
James Stimson, a UNC
political science professor,
said campaign promises are
for people who are not really
paying attention.
“The two parties have pretty strongly established track
records that you can project
into the future,” he said.
Throughout the campaign,
Trump promised to construct
a wall on the country’s southern border with Mexico. The

Border Security for America
Act, which would approve
$10 billion in funding for a
border wall, was introduced
in the U.S. House July 28.
This act does not follow
through on one of Trump’s
other promises, which was that
Mexico would be held responsible for paying for the wall.
In addition to the border
wall, Trump promised to suspend immigration from “terror-prone regions” as a part of
his national security platform.
In office, he began by issuing Executive Order 13769 a
week after his inauguration,
which called for the end of
Syrian refugee migration.
Executive Order 13780 was
signed three months later. The
new order suspended entry
into the United States from
Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia,
Sudan, Syria and Yemen for
90 days because the countries
presented heightened terrorism concerns.
After challenges from federal courts, Trump created
a new travel ban in the form
of a presidential proclamation. The third ban sought
to restrict immigration by
banning entry just like its
first two counterparts, but
it changed the list of “inadequate” countries to Chad,
Iran, Libya, North Korea,
Syria, Venezuela and Yemen.
Throughout the year, organizations like the American
Civil Liberties Union challenged the ban, calling it a
Muslim ban. The Trump
administration finally saw a

victory when the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled in December to
allow enforcement of the ban.
The administration also
rescinded former President
Barack Obama’s Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals
program in September, but
continues to face legal challenges on this action’s constitutionality.
Another aspect of Trump’s
platform was his stance on
regulations. He said he would
require that for every new
federal regulation, two be
rescinded.
Although this language has
not been written into law, the
U.S. Department of Education
has started deregulating
many aspects of schooling.
In October, the department
rescinded 600 regulations
they deemed outdated, including guidance on regulations
for students with disabilities.
Betsy DeVos, secretary of
the department, also did away
with Obama-era rules on how
universities should deal with
sexual assault under federal
Title IX law. The action gave
schools more independence
in making policies regarding
sexual assault.
DeVos has supported
reauthorizing the Higher
Education Opportunity Act
and simplifying the Free
Application For Federal
Student Aid. The PROSPER
Act, proposed by the U.S.
House of Representatives,
could bring this type of reform

SEE TRUMP, PAGE 5

No day like a snow day
After UNC canceled classes,
students used free time to
play in the snow.
North Carolina received record snowfall in multiple areas on Wednesday.
Snowfall began early Wednesday morning and lasted into the evening in some
parts of the Triangle. The University is
operating on suspended operations until
noon on Friday. Some parts of Orange
County recorded between 10 and 12
inches of snow, while some southern and
eastern counties counted less than an
inch. Temperatures in the Triangle rose
between 30 and 40 degrees Thursday
afternoon, but hazardous road conditions remained as temperatures dropped
below freezing again Thursday night.
The National Weather Service issued
a winter weather advisory for Orange
County and most of central North
Carolina until noon on Friday.
School districts across North Carolina
canceled school for students and staff
through the end of the week, including
Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools. North
Carolina Governor Roy Cooper urged
drivers to stay off the road on Thursday.
“The snow was beautiful today, but it
will be treacherous tonight,” Cooper said
according to the News & Observer.
Cooper said the North Carolina State
Highway Patrol had responded to over
2200 calls statewide as of Wednesday
night due to hazardous road conditions,

DTH/NASH CONSING
North Carolina guard Cameron Johnson (13) shoots a 3-pointer
against Clemson during Tuesday’s home game in the Smith Center.

Johnson hits career
high at UNC
DTH/NASH CONSING
First-years Grantito Everist (left) and Cat Chang (right) sled down a hill on Wednesday.

according to the News & Observer.
“Motorists who venture out not only
place themselves at risk, but also, our
first responders,” Colonel Glenn McNeill
said, according to WRAL News.
Grace Rountree, a media spokesperson for Duke Energy, said that the power
outages across North Carolina were
largely caused by snow-covered trees
falling onto power lines. Hazardous road
conditions delayed response crews to
many areas affected by outages, she said.
“Our crews are out and about in our
service area, working as safely and quick-

ly as possible to restore power,” Rountree
said. “Road conditions and slick roads
has made it a bit difficult to get around,
so we’re working through that.”
Some businesses on Franklin Street
remained opened on Wednesday, but
most restricted their delivery operations due to hazardous road conditions.
Toppers Pizza manager Wayne Byers
said that the store’s location allowed
them to maintain regular hours for
carry-out services and still receive sig-

SEE SNOW DAY, PAGE 5

The guard scored
21 points against
Clemson.
By Jack Frederick

Assistant Sports Editor
After Saturday’s win at
Notre Dame, head coach Roy
Williams gave each player
a grade for the game on the
team bus. Cameron Johnson
received an F and some sharp
criticism.
“It’s never fun for your coach

to get on you like that and
especially after a win,” Johnson
said. “I just thanked God every
second after that game that we
came out with the win.”
“If we would have had
that kind of game and lost to
them, my F would have felt a
lot worse.”
Johnson said he couldn’t
argue with the criticism from
his coach. After shooting
just 2-10 from the field, he
wasn’t playing up to anyone’s
standards. Something was off

SEE CLEMSON, PAGE 5

Inclement weather delays construction on Stadium Drive
The construction was
supposed to end in
Februrary.
By Giselle Pagunuran
Staff Writer

Construction on Stadium
Drive has been delayed
indefinitely due to inclement
weather conditions.

Stadium Drive has been
closed to through traffic
since Dec. 18 for the Central
Campus Athletics Project,
which will build a new soccer and lacrosse stadium, an
indoor practice facility and
two adjacent outdoor fields.
The construction was
scheduled to be finished by
the second week of February,
while the work between
Carmichael and Teague

Residence Halls was to
conclude the third week of
March. But due to inclement
weather conditions, construction has been delayed.
Mike Bunting, the associate athletic director for
Facility Planning and
Management, said Stadium
Drive’s closure is so CCAP
facilities can connect to campus chilled water and steam.
“It’s only closed to through

traffic,” Bunting said. “You
can still access all of Stadium
Drive.”
The road’s closure has
interfered with several students’ usual routes around
campus, especially if they
typically drive to class.
Among those students is
Austin Seamster, a resident
of Parker Residence Hall.
Seamster, like all other commuters, cannot currently drive

his car through Stadium Drive.
“That’s a little frustrating
if you’re just trying to go to
Davis or you know, mid-campus,” Seamster said. “You have
to go up by the hospitals or
around by the baseball field.”
Seamster was not too bothered by the construction and
his residence hall is further
from the construction than
others on mid-campus, but he
did speak about one instance

And turn the white snow red as strawberries in the summertime.
FLEET FOXES

of bothersome noise. One
morning, he and his suitemates
noticed noise coming from the
work site earlier than usual.
Seamster also appreciates that he was notified in
advance of the construction.
“They were pretty proactive
about sending an email just
letting us know about the construction and the dates for the
construction,” Seamster said.
university@dailytarheel.com
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“I like to spend time with friends and
watch all the excitement. It’s a lot of
fun to have a day off class and build
snowmen with your favorite people.”
Sarah Michalak

First-year political science/history double major

Sophomore undecided major

Ortega brings Peruvian art to Chapel Hill
Renzo Ortega’s work
will be displayed in
the Alcott gallery.
By Olivia Clark
Staff Writer

A gallery featuring artwork
by Renzo Ortega will be on
display at the John and June
Allcott Gallery from Jan. 17
to Feb. 18, with an opening
reception and artist talk on
Jan. 25.
The gallery will have free
admission and will exhibit a
selection of Ortega’s paintings
from 2014 to the present.
Ortega’s career as an artist
began in Lima, Peru before
he immigrated to the United
States in 2000, where he
continued to study art in New
York. After a successful 17
years painting in New York,
he moved to Carrboro with
his family.
“In New York, I did a lot of

work with art organizations
and emigrant organizations,”
Ortega said. “To me, the move
to Carrboro was kind of like
a cultural shock because New
York is very diverse.”
Ortega said that the Allcott
exhibit will feature a variety
of his pieces that will showcase many of the messages his
art includes.
“You’re going to see some
sort of cultural issues and some
social issues,” Ortega said. “I
work about displacement, I
work about cultural identity
and I have some works about
colloquialism. In terms of what
kind of paintings I’m showing,
I think my work compiles my
cultural background with a
contemporary, present experience I have.”
Music, folklore and popular art, Ortega said, are the
biggest influences for his
works. He said he hopes that
viewers of the gallery can use
this knowledge to help create
a conversation between the

viewer and the piece.
“I use abstract shapes in
my painting with the goal to
have windows and doors open
for people to have their own
interpretation,” Ortega said.
“I want to create a dynamic
between the view of the work
and the make of those abstract
spaces that are an invitation
for you to have your own
interpretation. I think that’s
the beautiful part of art.”
A painting student at UNC,
Chieko Murasugi, has been
following the artistic career of
Ortega for the past few years.
She said her favorite part of
his works are how they reflect
where he is from, as well as
his thoughts and concerns
about the present.
“I can see the passion and
also the skill in his work,”
Murasugi said. “I respect
Renzo highly as a person
and as a painter, so I’m very
excited to see his work in the
Allcott.”
Lien Truong, an assistant

PHOTO COURTESY OF RENZO ORTEGA
“South-America,” a work by Renzo Ortega, will be on display at
the John and June Allcott Gallery.

professor of art at UNC, said
he was first acquainted with
Ortega’s work when he saw
a two-person show he was a
part of.
“I am really looking forward to sharing his meaningful work with our UNC
students and the greater community through his Allcott

exhibition,” he said.
Ortega said he is anxious
to share his work with the
Carolina community.
“It is very important to me
to in some way connect with
the students,” Ortega said.
“Very important.”
@_oliviaclark
arts@dailytarheel.com

Class studies cultural change at the Marian Cheek Jackson Center
Students are
required to complete
30 hours of service.
By Ashley Peterson
Staff Writer

A UNC class is partnering with The Marian Cheek
Jackson Center through
APPLES Service-Learning to
focus on social change and
globalization.
Paradigms of Development
and Social Change, taught by
UNC Global Studies professor
Michal Osterweil, requires
30 hours of service with a
community partner. She
got the idea for the course
after teaching several classes

critiquing globalization and
development. Students would
often ask how they could create social change if globalization was not a viable solution.
Paradigms of Development
and Social Change was created when she decided to
address those concerns.
“The class originated and
emerged out of other courses
I was teaching,” Osterweil
said. “I teach about globalization and social movements
and development, and students were writing me after
graduating or just after the
class and saying, ‘Oh my God,
I learned so much in your
classes, and they were very
critical of development and
the kinds of things we traditionally do to help.’”

The Marian Cheek Jackson
Center is in the Northside
neighborhood, and focuses on
honoring the history of and
building community in the
neighborhood.
Osterweil developed the
syllabus with the Jackson
Center in mind as a service
partner, as well as other service projects her students
were currently working on.
The Jackson Center has a
strong model of sustainable
service that seeks to address
the root of problems, she said.
“I really think of the Jackson
Center as helping to teach this
class,” Osterweil said. “The
models they use are a really
important piece of it for me.”
Her students value the
emphasis on service, and

“Not just fixing
the problem ... but
going in and really
asking what the
problem is.”
Carly Michelakis
many come in with previous
service experience. Senior
global studies and geography
major Carly Michelakis said
she’s thinking about entering
the Peace Corp or volunteering abroad.
Michelakis was interested
in Paradigms of Development
and Social Change after taking
previous global studies classes
with Osterweil. She values
ethical service and wanted to

take the class as an opportunity to recognize sustainable
service opportunities.
“I want to make sure if I’m
going into the service sector, I
want to have a good approach
on the way organizations
serve in an ethical way or a
good way, and be aware of the
things I’m applying to, as a
senior,” Michelakis said.
Michelle Peedin, a UNC
graduate and global studies
major, found direction in her
career after taking GLBL 401.
She currently works at the

North Carolina Council of
Churches with environmental
and health advocacy.
“I do credit all of my global
studies classes with wanting
to do direct service with marginalized populations, but the
right way,” Peedin said. “Not
just fixing the problem, you
know, but going in and really
asking what the problem is,
what can I do, and how can we
partner together to make this a
better place for you and I.”
@apeterson016
city@dailytarheel.com

Office for Undergraduate Research
Upcoming Events and Deadlines
SAVE THE DATES
Feb. 1

Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship applications due 4pm

Feb. 15

Travel award applications due

Feb. 20

Carolina Research Scholar Transcript Designation applications due

Mar. 1

Abstracts to participate due for the Celebration of Undergraduate
Research

Mar. 8

Graduate Research Consultant (GRC) applications due for
Maymester and Summer School

Mar. 15

Summer Award in Research-Intensive Courses applications due

Mar. 15

Travel award applications due

Mar. 16

Undergraduate Research Consulting Team proposals due

Mar. 16

Research-Related Skills course proposals due

Apr. 1

Graduate Mentor Award applications due

Apr 6-8

13th annual ACC Meeting of the Minds at Boston College. More
info coming soon.

Apr. 12

Celebration of Undergraduate Research Symposium. Abstracts due
Mar. 1

Apr. 15

Travel award applications due
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The snow day: No class, lots of snowpeople

DTH/ABIGAIL TURNER

DTH/RYAN HERRON

DTH/SHEPARD BARNES

DTH/NASH CONSING
DTH/ZITA VOROS
Chapel Hill, N.C. received up to 10 inches of snow on Jan. 17, leading to two days of cancelled classes for UNC students. Many students spent the day sledding, building snowmen and making snow
angels across the snow-covered campus.

Women’s basketball fall to rival NC State, 66-53
Cherry, Bailey and Kea
combined to shoot
13-41 from field.
By Parth Upadhyaya
Staff Writer

The North Carolina women’s basketball team fell to
in-state rival North Carolina
State, 66-53, on Thursday at
home. This was the fourth
time UNC has lost to N.C.
State in its last five meetings.

What happened?
The Tar Heels (13-6, 3-3
ACC) started out slow offensively, shooting a dismal 19
percent from the floor in the
first quarter of action. N.C.
State controlled the pace from
the opening tip and made
sure UNC wouldn’t get easy
points in transition.
“They remind me of
Virginia’s men’s team,” head
coach Sylvia Hatchell said
of the Wolfpack. “They play
good half-court defense and

play more, slow, deliberate,
methodical, running everything on offense.”
The Wolfpack (15-5, 4-3
ACC) brought the intensity on
defense for the majority of the
contest, leaving the Tar Heels
scoreless for stretches throughout the game. North Carolina’s
first big scoring drought came
in the final 4:41 of the first
quarter, when UNC couldn’t
find the bottom of the net and
NC State went on a 10-0 run.
At halftime, the Tar Heels
found themselves within
six points, though they only
shot 29.7 percent in the first
20 minutes of play. North
Carolina’s leading scorer was
redshirt junior guard Paris Kea
who had nine points on just
4-12 shooting from the floor.
UNC fought back in the
third quarter and took the
lead for first time since early
in the first quarter. A giveand-go play from sophomore
forward Emily Sullivan to Kea
ended in an and-one layup
for Kea. The following North
Carolina possession, sophomore guard Taylor Koenen

got fouled and sank two free
throws — giving the Tar Heels
a four-point lead with 3:34
left in the third quarter.
However, the Tar Heels
couldn’t sustain their momentum. The Wolfpack ended the
quarter on a 14-2 run, taking
back the lead for a eight-point
advantage heading into the
game’s final 10 minutes.
UNC didn’t get any closer
than eight points for the
rest of the game. First-year
guard Leah Church drained a
3-pointer from the right wing
that cut the Tar Heels’ deficit
to single digits with a little
over five minutes to play.
But, just as in the rest of
the contest, the Wolfpack had
an answer. North Carolina
had three costly turnovers in
the final four minutes of play
that helped NC State put the
nail in the coffin.

Who stood out?
Kea notched a game-high 16
points and added three assists.
Bailey shot poorly, only hitting
4-of-14 shots, but the first-year

DTH/MAYA CARTER
North Carolina forward Jamie Cherry (10) moves under pressure during Thursday’s home game.

forward added a game-high 12
rebounds. Koenen and Cherry
both contributed eight points
in the loss.

Why does it matter?

North Carolina was riding
high in conference play prior
to its defeat on Thursday,
as the loss snapped the Tar
Heels’ three-game win streak.
The loss brings the Tar Heels

to 3-3 in the ACC.
North Carolina will take on
Duke on Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
at Carmichael Arena.
@pupadhyaya_
sports@dailytarheel.com

Two All-ACC men’s soccer players sign with MLS teams
Cam Lindley and
Zach Wright led UNC
to 2017 College Cup.
By Chris Hilburn-Trenkle
Assistant Sports Editor

After seeing their season cut
short in the 2017 College Cup,
two North Carolina men’s soccer players will have the chance
to make an impact on the next
level when they join the Major
League Soccer ranks this week.
On Thursday, it was
announced that sophomore
midfielder Cam Lindley’s rights
were acquired by Orlando City,
S.C., from the Chicago Fire.
Lindley will join Orlando in
exchange for defender Rafael
Ramos and $100,000 in
Targeted Allocation Money.
The former Tar Heel midfielder earned a four-year
contract with Club options.
He is no stranger to the professional competition, having
won a national championship
with the Chicago Fire Under18 Academy team, as well as
playing in the Professional
Development League with
Chicago FC United in
2016 and the Wilmington
Hammerheads in 2017.
Lindley’s acquisition comes

DTH FILE/ABIGAIL ODEN
Midfielder Cam Lindley (6) takes a shot against James Madison on Oct. 3rd.

after a stellar sophomore
season. The midfielder scored
seven goals and tallied 13
assists in 22 matches, and he
led the Tar Heels back to the
College Cup for the second
consecutive season. His 13
assists were the most by a
player in head coach Carlos
Somoano’s seven seasons as
coach.
Lindley’s play also earned
him the distinction of ACC
Midfielder of the Year, and he
was named a first team All-

American. In addition to these
accolades, Lindley was named
a MAC Hermann Trophy
Semifinalist, an award given to
the nation’s top player.
Lindley, who started all 43
games of his collegiate career,
was not the only Tar Heel
signed by an MLS club this
week. On Wednesday, Sporting
Kansas City announced it had
signed former UNC forward
Zach Wright as a Homegrown
player. Wright had joined
the club’s Under-18 Academy

DTH FILE/TARYN REVOIR
UNC forward Zach Wright dribbles the ball during a game against ODU on Oct. 17.

team before arriving at UNC,
allowing the club to pick up his
rights without subjecting him
to the MLS SuperDraft. The
forward will join the club on
a one-year contract with club
options for 2019, 2020 and
2021.
Wright finished a decorated collegiate career by leading
UNC to consecutive College
Cups for the first time since
2011. In 79 games, Wright
scored 15 goals and compiled
28 assists. His best two years

came in 2016 and 2017 as he
started in all 42 matches he
competed in, tallying nine
goals and an impressive 18
assists. Wright was selected
for consecutive second team
All-ACC nods in his final
years at UNC.
The forward will be reunited with former teammate
and defender Colton Storm,
who was selected by Sporting
Kansas City as the 14th pick
in the 2017 MLS SuperDraft.
Lindley and Wright are the

latest Tar Heels to join the pro
ranks, a trend that has seen
at least one player signed by
the league since 2015. UNC
has developed 48 players who
have joined the pro ranks
since 2000. Since 2009, 27
former Tar Heels have made
the jump to the MLS.
With two more Tar Heels
joining the MLS, it might not
be long before one of these
players represents UNC for
the national
sports@dailytarheeel.com
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Town, UNC partner on immigrant initiative
The Building Integrated
Communities project
kicked off on Tuesday.
By Maria Elena Vizcaino
Senior Writer

UNC and the Town of
Chapel Hill are working
together in an initiative to
address the needs of foreignborn and refugee communities in town.
The Chapel Hill Building
Integrated Communities
project kicked off on Tuesday
morning at the Robert & Pearl
Seymour Center, where dozens of Korean, Chinese and
Japanese residents sat down
to talk about transit, housing
and other town services.
“A lot of our residents come
from different governments,
and we’re trying to explain
how ours works and how they
can be a part of it,” Chapel Hill
Mayor Pam Hemminger said.
The partnership began in
April when the Chapel Hill
and Siler City were chosen
for the two-year long collaborative initiative. In the

“We do not ask for any identification or registration at meetings. Anyone can participate.”
Hannah Gill
Director of the Latino Migration Project

past, the University has
worked with communities
in Sanford, Winston-Salem
and Greenville, all which
have developed new services
and boards as a result of the
project.
The project is funded by
the Institute for the Study of
the Americas, the Center for
Global initiatives at UNCChapel Hill and the Z. Smith
Reynolds Foundation. The
initiative is also led by Hannah
Gill, the director of the Latino
Migration Project and a UNC
adjunct assistant professor.
Hemminger said the town
contributes with paid staff
and facilities for the community conversations.
The project consists of
three phases and is expected
to be completed by December
2019. The first part collects
feedback from the community’s foreign-born residents.
In the second phase, the

town will design strategies for
improvement, and implement
the plans on the third phase.
At the community conversations, residents sit in focus
groups with a facilitator, a
translator and a notetaker to
start a discussion about town
services. Gill said in an email
the people helping are Town
of Chapel Hill staffers, paid
interpreters, volunteers and
students.
A Chinese-born resident
in her 70s, who wishes to
remain anonymous, said she’s
happy there’s another road to
communicate with town leaders and vice versa.
“I live with my kids,” she
said. “When we talked about
public housing, I said that if
I could live by myself, that’d
be great.”
BIC Chapel Hill’s team
consists of the program manager, Jessica White, Gill, town
and county staff and a group

PHOTO COURTESY OF TOWN OF CHAPEL HILL
The Chapel Hill Building Integrated Communities Project met for the first time on Jan. 16.

of community leaders from
different faiths, nationalities
and ethnicities. More than 25
members meet every month
to carry out the project.
“We do not ask for any
identification or registration
at the meetings,” Gill said.

“Anyone can participate.”
The next community conversations will be in Arabic,
Burmese, Russian and
English. They’ll take place on
Saturday, Jan. 20 from 11 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. at the Chapel
Hill Public Library.

The following meeting will be in Spanish and
English and will take place on
Thursday, Feb. 15 from 7 to
8:30 p.m. at the St. Thomas
More Catholic Church.
Childcare will be provided.
city@dailytarheel.com

Q&A with Durham-based “noisy pop band” Horizontal Hold
Horizontal Hold, a band
based in Durham, will be
performing Saturday at The
Cave on West Franklin Street.
Staff writer Jordan Van Glish
spoke with members of the
band about their music, their
upcoming album and their
performances.

The Daily Tar Heel: How did

your band form and what
genre do you typically stick to?

Dave Cantwell (guitar): Kim,
our bass player, who’s not
present in this conversation
— she and I wanted to start
a band a few years ago. We
had both been in a bunch of
bands, but we wanted to start
something. Kerry joined pretty
quickly after that and then
Elizabeth joined soon after.
This was about in 2013, and
we just wanted to be a sort of
noisy pop band. We were just
some friends who wanted to
start a band and then some
other people kept joining!

Elizabeth Hammond (drums):

I would add that Kerry and
Dave and I were in a marching band for about seven years
before we started playing
together in this band, so we
had some experience together
before.

DTH: Have you been doing
these kind of performances
for a while? Just locally?
DC: We live in Durham,

and we play in Durham and
Chapel Hill a lot. We play at
The Cave with some regularity,
and we go on little tours. We
all have day jobs, so we can’t
go on the road for weeks at a
time, but we will go out for a
long weekend. Three or four
days, something like that, a
few times a year. We mostly
do play around Durham and
Chapel Hill.

DTH: You mentioned pop
music, but that doesn’t quite
seem like the genre you strict-

ly adhere to. How would you
categorize your band?

Kerry Cantwell (keyboard
and vocals): (laughs) I have no

idea how to answer that question. People ask us that all the
time and I have no idea how
to answer it. After we play,
people come up to us and say
that we remind them of some
band, and the band they say is
totally different from the last
person’s. Like, these two artists have nothing to do with
each other!

DC: When I said pop, I
guess I was thinking more of
the 90s notion of indie pop.
Not necessarily dance pop,
like Taylor Swift sort-of stuff.
EH: As much as me and
Kerry would love that…
DC: I have nothing against

Taylor Swift, I’m just saying
musically we don’t have a
lot in common. I guess I just

think of us as a sometimes
rowdy, sometimes noisy, sort
of spazzy indie pop band.

DTH: Is your upcoming EP
similar in style to the first EP
you did?
KC: It’s a little more crafted,
I would say. Less raw-sounding, because we did more
vocal overdubs and tweaking.
DC: We’re just a better band.
EH: I don’t think any of us

are composers of songs, so we
just take little pieces that usually Dave and Kim have written,
and then we just work them
over and add pieces onto them.
We don’t have anybody just say
“here’s a song!” And I think we
are getting better at putting
songs together as we go.

KC: Our songwriting process
is a little weird, in my opinion.
A few months ago we finished
a song during the recording
session that we had worked

PHOTO COURTESY OF KIM WALKER
Horizontal Hold is a four-part band based in Durham, N.C. that
will be performing at The Cave on Saturday.

on for four years. It was a song
that we composed, then we
rewrote it, took it all apart,
then put it all back together
again. And now it’s a song that
I think we all like. Usually our

DTH office is open TODAY
fromis9am-5pm
• DTH9:00am-5:00pm
office will re-open at 8:30 on 8/13/14
DTH office
open Mon-Fri

Line Classified Ad Rates

To Place a Line Classified Ad Log Onto
www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252

Private Party (Non-Profit) Commercial (For-Profit)

ideas start with a riff or some
chords, like a little seed that
starts and we grow that thing
from almost nothing.
@jvanglish
arts@dailytarheel.com

Deadlines

Line Ads: Noon, the day prior to publication

25 Words .......$20.00/week 25 Words .......$42.50/week
Display Classified Ads: 3p.m., two days
Extra words ..25¢/word/day Extra words ...25¢/word/day
prior to publication
EXTRAS: Box: $1/day • Bold: $3/day
BR = Bedroom • BA = Bath • mo = month • hr = hour • wk = week • W/D = washer/dryer • OBO = or best offer • AC = air conditioning • w/ = with • LR = living room

Announcements

For Rent

AUDITIONS

fam rm with fireplace are all hdwd floors. Kitchen & Brfast area all new flooring with. french
doors open to deck. BRs all new carpet. 2 car
garage, Pets negot. $2300/mo. Email Fran Holland Properties at fhollandprop@gmail.com for
more information or text 919 630-3229

for Chamber Singers, Carolina Choir, and Men’s
and Women’s Glee Clubs through Jan. 19.
Email Prof. Klebanow at skleb@email.unc.edu.

AUDITIONS
for Chamber Singers, Carolina Choir, and Men’s
and Women’s Glee Clubs this week. Email Prof.
Klebanow at skleb@email.unc.edu.

Child Care Wanted
FULL-TIME INFANT CARE needed January-early
June 7:30-5:00 M-F (some early off/late start
days) Competitive rate Email 1durhambaby@
gmail.com to apply

GRAD STUDENTS: AVAIL NOW This1BR duplex
on Carr St only 3 blocks to Franklin with Hdwd
floors, w&d, $875/mo. No utilities included.
Contact Fran Holland Properties, fhollandprop@gmail.com or text 919 630-3229
BRIGHT 3BR/2B HOME AVAIL NOW. this open
floor plan features fireplace, hdwd floors thru
house, Pets negotiable with fee. $1,650/mo.
Contact Fran Holland Properties: fhollandprop@gmail.com or text 919-630-3229.

NANNY, FAMILY HELPER NEEDED: Transport
children, buy groceries, run errands, light
housework, children’s laundry, help manage
household. Children are kind and creative,
bright 11, 13. Must be organized, energetic,
warm, kind, and available for two school years.
House 300 feet from UNC, parking available.
5-15 hrs./wk., weekday (Tuesday and Thursday) afternoons. $14-$15 hr., BOE. Resume
with GPA to BB@TeleSage.com

3 LARGE BEDROOMS, newly renovated kitchen
and master bath, on bus line, half mile from
campus and 1 mile from I-40. $1350 per month
plus utilities, 919-360-0049

LIFE SKILLS TUTOR
NEEDED

MILL CREEK 4 BDRM. AUGUST. Rent full condo
or 2 rooms. Best rent. All utilities covered. Newest apartment. Wood floors. Granite. No nasty
carpet. Parking. Walk to campus. Really clean.
404-964-5564.

Help an active 18 year-old boy with Autism in
Durham, Chapel Hill develop academic and leisure skills, practice language, learn social, self
help and independent skills, get exercise and
go on community and social outings. Seeking
a tutor who will keep him engaged and have
fun doing activities such as swimming, cooking, and singing. Experience preferred, but
extensive training is provided. Supervision for
ABA certification is available. This is a great opportunity for individuals to be part of a strong
behavior-based home intervention program. A
10-25 hour commitment for a minimum of 1+
year. Clean driving record required. Position
available January/April jillgoldstein63@gmail.
com.

For Rent
4BR, 2.5B HOME OFF LAKE SHORE East CHHS,
Phillips, Estes schools. 6 or 12 month lease negotiable. The large LR w/ DR alcove and large

STONECROP APARTMENTS. Walk to campus,
downtown, affordable 3, or 4BR w/ 4BA. Rent
includes all utilities, parking in garage, WiFi,
W/D, huge kitchen, rec room, security entrance
with elevator. Call 919-968-7226, rentals@
millhouseproperties.com.

WALK DOWNTOWN. Contemporary townhouse, decks overlooking hardwood trees and
bamboo grove. Two bedrooms, CAC, whirlpool
tub, washer/dryer. Closest parking. $1200 including utilities.. Available now. 207-420-7070
WALK TO UNC-RARE find. 4 bdr/3 bath house
with den & basement apt, 1 1/2 blocks from
Franklin on North. W/D, Hardwood fls, parking,
avail. June, no pets please. 919-929-1188.

Help Wanted
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Nationally recognized and locally owned insurance agency
seeks part-time or full-time administrative
assistant. Must possess excellent phone and
computer skills. Small business environment,
flexible hours with competitive wages. Please
email inquiries, resume to a076080@Allstate.
com

DOGS WALKER, FLEXIBLE Experienced only.
2 medium dogs need mid-morning dog walks
safe neighborhood north chapel hill. 30-45 min
walks. Great pay. northchapelhillmom@gmail.
com

HOROSCOPES

NOW HIRING childcare provider at Courtneys

Drop In Kids Care, Chapel Hill! Must be nurturing, upbeat, & enjoy children! Daytime
hours and Saturdays. $10+ per hour. Email:
Heather@dropinkidscare.com

If January 19th is Your Birthday...
Y our career expands and flourishes this year.
Dedication with organization, planning and
meditation rewards. Change directions with a
partnership this winter to lead to a personal
transformation. Breakthroughs with health and
fitness over summer lead to romantic sparks and
fresh collaboration. Follow your star.

MODELS NEEDED FOR evening sessions winter/
spring semester at Durham sculpture studio.
Classical figure and portrait. Andrew Bryan
919-929-9913
SENIOR CARE COMPANIONS NEEDED: A Helping Hand is a non-profit providing assistance to
seniors. Great for students interested in healthcare, social work or public health. Learn more
and apply: ahelpinghandnc.org.

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Roommates
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES for MILL CREEK. Private room. Personal sink in room. Awesome
unit. No carpet. All wood, tile, granite, clean.
Parking, walk to campus. Utilities paid. August.
1 year. 404-964-5564.

Travel/Vacation
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK

$189 for 5 DAYS. All prices include: Round trip
luxury party cruise, accommodations on the island at your choice of 10 resorts. Appalachia
Travel. www.BahamaSun.com, 800-867-5018.

NEED A PLACE
TO LIVE?

FREE IN DTH CLASSIFIEDS!

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Prioritize love this month
under the Aquarius Sun. Practice your
favorite hobbies, sports and games. Play
together. Fall into a fine romance.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 -- A professional challenge
animates you this month, with the Sun
in Aquarius. You’re gaining respect and
status. Set goals high and keep providing
results.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 -- Nurture your creativity
in comfortable surroundings. Focus on
home and family this month, with the
Sun in Aquarius. Take care of household
responsibilities.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 9 -- Travel beckons, with the
Sun in Aquarius for a month. You’re eager
to leap boundaries, push limitations and
discover. Conditions are favorable, so go!

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 -- Your communications skills
come to the fore. Practice your persuasive
arts. Speak out this month, with the Sun in
Aquarius. Share what you’re learning.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is an 8 -- Collaborate with your
partner. Focus on growing family finances
over the next month, with the Sun in
Aquarius. Discuss long-term goals and
make plans.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 9 -- Take charge of financial
matters. Money comes more easily this
month, with the Sun in Aquarius. Keep
track of cash flow to maximize it.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Collaborate with your
partner. Focus on growing family finances
over the next month, with the Sun in
Aquarius. Discuss long-term goals and
make plans.

www.heelshousing.com
LOST & FOUND ADS RUN

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 -- Make plans, and ask for
what you need. Team efforts get a boost
this month from the Sun in Aquarius.
Realize a dream together.

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?
www.heelshousing.com

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 9 -- Balance work demand with
health over the next month, with the Sun
in Aquarius. You’re energized. Raise the
level of your performance with practice.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 9 -- You have a natural advantage, with the Sun and Venus in your sign
this month. Give your personal best effort.
Use your confidence and talents for good.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 -- Savor solitude and
introspection. Restore energy through rest
and meditation. Finish old projects, with
the Sun in Aquarius this month. Indulge
nostalgia. Dream and scheme.

(c) 2016 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.
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TRUMP

FROM PAGE 1

to higher education policy.
Based on his campaign
promises, Trump’s first year
has delivered in some areas
while stalling in others.
“He pledged to be antiimmigrant, and he certainly is.
He said he was going to build
a wall with Mexico’s help, but
Mexico certainly isn’t going to
do that,” Stimson said. “So, it’s a
mixed bag.”

Policy ups and downs
Despite Republican
majorities in both houses of
Congress after the 2016 election, the Trump administration was unable to accomplish
some of its major goals.
Soon after taking office,
Trump nominated Justice Neil
Gorsuch for a Supreme Court
seat, and he was confirmed by
the U.S. Senate in April 2017.
“For much of the year,
that was the only legislative
accomplishment that Trump
supporters could hang their
hats on,” said Mitch Kokai, a
senior political analyst at the
John Locke Foundation.
After Justice Gorsuch,
Trump nominated people to fill
other vacancies within the judicial branch, such as judges in
district courts. Rob Schofield,
director of NC Policy Watch,
said a lot of the nominees are
unqualified and have little
experience as lawyers.
Kokai said it was easy
for Republicans to confirm
Justice Gorsuch but that it
would be harder for them to
pass their other goals due to
the budget reconciliation process adopted by the Senate.
The budget reconciliation process, created by the
Congressional Budget Act
of 1974, allows the Senate to
expedite the process of passing
legislation. It also puts restrictions on debate and content
of a bill. Invoking this process
would allow the Senate to
pass legislation with only a 50
percent majority instead of the
usual two-thirds.
“What they ran into with
the Affordable Care Act was
they couldn’t get something
passed that would meet all
of the various requirements
while also satisfying all the
different priorities of people

interested in reform,” Kokai
said.
Republicans, facing a Sept.
30 deadline, introduced three
bills in an attempt to repeal
the ACA, none of which
passed.
They then turned their
focus to tax reform, another
key part of Trump’s platform.
He promised tax cuts for
families and corporations.
An early version of the tax
bill included provisions that
could have increased taxes
for universities and students,
discouraged donations to
universities and taxed tuition
waivers for graduate students.
Congress passed the
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act in
December. According to a
report from the nonpartisan
Tax Policy Center, the tax
bill decreases taxes for every
income group compared to
the current law. Tax cuts are
largest for higher-income
groups, with the largest cuts
going to 95th to 99th percentile of income earners.

Trump’s approval and
looking to the future
On Jan. 23, 2017, Trump
had a 45 percent approval rating, according to a Gallup poll.
Though it has fluctuated, his
approval rating has remained
under 50 percent for his entire
first year.Schofield said perceived popularity can impact
how Congress and the media
behave.
“There is compromise to be
had out there, but the problem
Trump has faced is that his
hard-right followers don’t want
compromise on, say, immigration, healthcare and education
policy,” Schofield said. “Those
are all areas where Democrats
have staked out pretty moderate positions and would be
willing to make an agreement.
As long as he remains loyal to
his far right base, he’s going to
have a problem.”
Stimson said he is concerned about Trump’s effects
on political institutions as a
whole in addition to candidates
that will be seen in the future.
“After 200 years of democracy, we’re in an experimental
phase where we don’t know
what the future looks like,”
Stimson said.
state@dailytarheel.com

CLEMSON
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with his shot.
When he called his father
after the game, he noticed it
too.
“You’re not getting your
feet set when you’re shooting,”
Johnson recalled his father
Gilbert saying. “Your feet are
not in a good position, and
your shot is going left and
right.”
In search of a remedy,
Johnson went immediately
to the gym when the team
arrived back in Chapel Hill
from South Bend, Ind. He
took shot after shot, paying
close attention to detail on his
form and on his feet.
Before the game on
Tuesday, he arrived early for
some last-minute shots with
coach Hubert Davis. Then, he
just played.
Johnson scored the second
basket of the game for the Tar
Heels that ignited an 18-3 run
to start the game. But a few
minutes later, he took a good
shot from beyond the arc and
missed. Were the shooting
woes back?
They wouldn’t return, at
least not on this night. He
began to find his stroke midhalf, knocking down two
3-pointers to stretch UNC’s
lead out to 38-23. Though he
was off to a good start, his best
performance was still waiting
for him after the break.
Johnson said nothing in
particular motivated him
toward a dominant second
half performance. He was just
playing basketball.
Out of the break, Johnson
scored the Tar Heel’s first
10 points. He couldn’t miss,
knocking down two 3-pointers in the first two minutes,
splitting a pair of free throws,
then sinking another from
downtown.
His teammates could tell
he was on. The Tar Heels’ ball
movement and selfless passing opened up the offense,
and Johnson became the beneficiary of wide-open shots.
“Once we started hitting
shots, it opened up everything
else,” junior guard Kenny
Williams said. “If we are hitting
threes and hitting our shots,
then teams can’t really help as
much because you have one
person surrounded by four
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“I just figured you
know, I was kinda
due for a couple
threes.”
Cameron Johnson
On extending UNC’s historic streak

other shooters on the court.”
Johnson was lethal — and
he needed to be. After missing
its first shot in the second half,
Clemson connected on its next
15 shots, stretching into the last
10 minutes of the game. The
Tigers had a 32 percent field
goal percentage in the first half,
but had a much improved 61.3
percent in the latter half, the
highest field goal percentage
of any team in one half against
UNC this year.
In the end, though, the Tar
Heels ended up just ahead
of the curve. North Carolina
shot 65 percent in the second
half and 64.3 percent from
three. Johnson, the leading
scorer, shot 70 percent from

the field in the fewest minutes
of the starting lineup. He finished with 21 points, including six 3-pointers, to lead the
way in an 87-79 win.
“I just figured you know,
I was kinda due for a couple
threes,” Johnson said. “I was
tired of going one-for-five or
something like that.”
In a night that could have
been historic for another
reason, Johnson took it upon
himself to make it his best
night as a Tar Heel. The scoring was second only to his
24-point performance against
UNC as a Pitt Panther in the
Smith Center last season.
The now 59-0 home streak
against Clemson may end one
day, but Johnson’s fixed shot
made sure that wouldn’t be
in 2018.
“Anything as historic as
a streak like that is pretty
impressive,” he said. “You don’t
want to be the ones to ruin it.”
“Going out there and winning it was a big emphasis.”
sports@dailytarheel.com
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SNOW DAY
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nificant customers despite the
snow.
On campus, UNC students
could be found enjoying their
break from classes building
giant snowmen in the quad
or creatively sledding down
Skipper Bowles Drive. Firstyear Neil Rowen said that
students could be found on
cardboard, inflatables and
even laundry baskets.
“There was a traffic barrier that a lot of people were
sliding down, and that thing
would book it all the way
down the hill,” Rowen said.
Instead of using his time
off to catch up on assignments, Rowen said he spent
his snow days outside in the
snow with both friends and
strangers.
“I totally ignored any sense
of work,” he said. “It was a
great break even though we’ve
just had MLK day.”
city@dailytarheel.com

+
we are putting more

back in your pocket!
HURRY IN NOW FOR THE LOWEST
RATES OF THE YEAR!
We are waiving your application fees
and administrative fees.

Need your own place
to stretch out?

ChapelRidgeLiving.com | 919.666.6009 | 101 Legacy Terrace |
ViewStudentHousing.com | 919.942.2800 | 2701 Homestead Rd |

What is open?
Snow is still on the
ground, and we’re still
keeping you updated. Visit
our website for story.

games
© 2015 The Mepham Group. All rights reserved.

Level:

1

2

3

4
Complete the grid
so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in
bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

Solution to
last puzzle

A bright future
Carrboro revealed a new
strategic plan, and we have
some new info. Visit our
website for story.

Snow day at UNC
See our photos from
the snow day to see what
students were up to. Visit
our website for the story.

Sports! Sports!

www.heelshousing.com
All search results listed in order
of distance from the Pit.
UNC students: List your
sublease for FREE!
Log in to our secure server to find
your perfect match!

The first games of the
senester are gearing up. Go
Heels! Visit @dthsports for
our sports coverage.

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Across
1 Buy in quantity
8 Places of rapid growth
15 Commiserate
16 One taking the prize
17 Evidential standard
19 Old Egyptian symbol
of royalty
20 Former Defense
secretary who wrote
“Worthy Fights”
21 __ scan
22 Pronoun not heard as
often as it should be
24 2016 presidential
candidate
25 British art house
26 Player over 21,
perhaps
28 Common base
29 __ Hebrides
30 Large beer mugs
32 Ones in their 40s, e.g.
34 Crime scene barrier
35 Squeezed (out)
36 Greet warmly
39 One convinced
by a drive
42 Chekov’s first
name on “Star
Trek”
43 #4 at Boston
Garden
45 “__ Got Mail”
46 Said yes to
47 Monty Python
product
49 Trickle
50 Kricfalusi
cartoon canine
51 Taking away

53 Sign at a popular play
54 Foil-wrapped treats
57 Winner of the
Breaking News
Reporting Pulitzer for
2016, briefly
58 Most loaded
59 Exam involving
reading letters
60 Chicken requests
Down
1 Hard-to-read words
2 Ballerina’s footwear
3 Happy way to end
4 IRA options
5 Surgeon general under
Reagan
6 __ nerve
7 A toy piano is often
seen in it
8 Uncertain
9 Have because of
10 Cry with a flourish
11 Main man
12 More than just stabs

13 Con, half the time
14 They may be Irish
18 Neuwirth of “Cheers”
23 Got the gold, say
25 Black-tie wear
27 Turn back
29 In tune
31 Pastoral expanse
33 Sea scavenger
36 Trivia quiz website
37 What some do while
the sun shines?
38 Rigging support
39 Words of wisdom
40 Hillary’s conquest
41 Announces again, in a
way
44 Heart

(C)2012 Tribune Media
Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

47 Two-time US Open
winner
48 Hindu ascetic
51 Cooking apple
named for an Ohio
township
52 Minute parasites
55 Op. __
56 Doo-wop syllable
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How we
wear
what we
wear

I

NEXT

love pants. If there is
one article of clothing
that I invest most of my
money in, it’s pants. The best
pants I find are ones that can
hug my hips, accentuate my
short stature and stretch out to
accommodate any asymmetrical
places.
But, it isn’t about how the
pants make me feel. Rather, it’s
how I feel in the pants. It’s the
feeling I get when there’s a pop
of color or a perfectly-stitched
pattern in my outfit that brings
out my personality without me
having to speak a word.
So, when someone compliments my pants, my heart flutters. Excitement comes over me,
just because someone says “I
like your pants.” Why does that
feel so good?
It’s more than just a compliment exchanged between two
people. It’s the basic understanding that among two people, there is common ground in
an aesthetic. Somehow, between
two people, global fashion
trends have reached us both and
we’ve come to an agreement: my
pants. And what’s so wonderful
is that I usually buy my pants
from somewhere accessible —
nothing too luxury or out of
reach. Anna Wintour once said,
“(Making luxury more accessible) means more people are
going to get better fashion.”
But, as egalitarian as this
sounds, fashion is not egalitarian. Somehow, fashion is
undoubtedly the most globalized industry. It is so globalized
that someone who I barely know
can come up to me, compliment
my pants and it delve into a
conversation about how easy it
was to find them or how cheap
they were.
Trends aside, its production
touches every corner of the
globe, but in incredibly unequal
ways. Deborah Figart cites that
30 million garment workers are
employed in almost 160 countries, making it the most globalized manufacturing industry.
For example, Bangladesh
produces almost $20 billion
worth of clothing for export,
but the profits made on those
clothes after they have been sent
to brands is small. Bangladesh,
therefore, is left with very little
taxable profits, and does not
keep growing the country’s
economy in an ethical way. The
Bangladeshi garment industry is
85-90 percent staffed by women
whose wages are constantly
shrinking.
Another example is the massive environmental costs of the
fashion manufacturing industry.
Pesticides poured on cotton
fields that create denim washes
make 2 pounds of fabric generate 51 pounds of greenhouse
gases on average.
How can fashion truly
become egalitarian or accessible to all when the means to
produce it are still unethical and
disadvantaging marginalized
populations worldwide? Is egalitarianism only meant for the
countries deemed as “modern”
or “first-world?” And if fashion
is a sign of modernity, how can
we deem another country as
“unmodern” if they disproportionately produce the “modern”
clothes worn?
My pants reflect me, and
they should come from ethical
production that truly leads to
a more egalitarian society. To
think critically about the origins
of the clothes we all wear is the
first step in democraticizing a
global industry.
1/22: LOCAVORE POLITICS
Alexander Peeples writes about
social justice and history.

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“I want to create a dynamic between the
view of the work and the make of those
abstract spaces that are an invitation.”
Renzo Ortega, on the influences behind his painting

FEATURED ONLINE READER COMMENT
“Does UNC offer any self defense classes?
Also, are there . . . programs that could provide golf-cart rides to students after dark?”
HappyDog, on Kiana Cole’s article “Behind the alarm”

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Model process for
political discussion

Opinions belong to
everyone, show us
yours!

W

e’ve just finished hiring
new opinion
writers for the
spring semester,
and we’re so
excited to cover
a wider range of issues
with fresh perspectives
and voices.
The opinion section,
however, functions best
when it works in tandem
with the audience

it serves.
Students, faculty,
staff, alumni and community members are
always welcome to submit letters to the editor
and op-eds.
We read and consider every submission
before fact-checking
and editing for grammar and AP Style for
web or print publication. While our hiring
process may be over,

we appreciate any
contributions,
criticisms or
comments.
We can’t cover
everything. But we can
try our best to cover
what matters to us, and
to you.
So send us your cartoons, your thoughts,
your quick hits, and
kvetches to opinion@
dailytarheel.com
We look forward to
hearing from you!

EDITORIAL CARTOON “SNOWED IN” By John Galapon, jag0814@live.unc.edu

DRAW US AN EDITORIAL CARTOON “________________”

By _____________

QuickHits
Send us your best quick hits by tweeting them with the hashtag #dthquickhit.

TO THE EDITOR:
We are as different as
they come, but on one thing,
we are the same: concerned.
The divide that gripped
the nation last year overwhelmed us.
Fear almost paralyzed
us. Then we mobilized. One
year after the presidential
election, we are convening
voices across the political
spectrum: independent,
unaffiliated, right, left and
in between, from four colleges in the Triangle. We
will tackle issues that have
the power to unite or divide,
or, a third option: to engage
in respectful dialogue with
others who have different
political perspectives.
Will you join us, and your
community, in productive
dialogue?
We are Leaders for
Political Dialogue, 40
graduate and undergraduate students, from Duke
University, North Carolina
Central University, North
Carolina State University,
and UNC-Chapel Hill. Our
goal is to experience substantive dialogue together
and understand other
points of view. Our goal is
not to change minds, but
rather to develop a model
process for dialogue that we
can take into communities.
The issues we will discuss, crowdsourced from
participants, range from
security to education to confederate statues. But it’s not
so much what the issues will
be, rather, it’s how we discuss them that will be most
important.
Over the past year, we
admit we’ve made sweeping generalizations about
the “other side”. Some of us
angry, some of us relieved,
many confused, all of us
retreating into silos of selfselected news sources and
facts filtered by social media
algorithms reinforcing existing views.
We festered in frustration. We categorized those
whose beliefs we did not
share as the “other.” We took
sides. We are not proud of
our behavior.
In developing Leaders
for Dialogue, over the past
10 months, our organizing
committee has met with
more than 100 representatives of political groups, students, policymakers, professional facilitators, educators
and community organizations in North Carolina.
We have come to understand that citizens on all
sides of the political spectrum have concerns — and
hopes — similar to ours.
Regardless of whether we
are red, blue, or unaffiliated,
we all want to be safe and
free in this country we call
home. We all want our families to thrive and for our
children to have opportunities to succeed. Republican,
Democrat, or other, we all
care deeply.
Going into 2018, we’re
trying something different.
We are going to listen to
each other, a concept that is
so simple, yet so hard to do.

We know it can be
uncomfortable to hear opinions different than our own.
So, we will use facilitated
dialogue as a tool to foster
understanding of other
points of view: to guide us
through conversations in
which we speak our truths
and actively listen to the
truths of others, to identify
core needs and desires that
are universal human experiences, with the understanding that sharing our beliefs
is not predicated on silencing the other side.
It used to be that this
nation symbolized freedom,
political maturity and coexistence.
But recent headlines
remind us that the world
we live in is fragile, so it is
important now, more than
ever, that we do not deepen
divides.
We believe the beauty
of humanity is that we are
all different. We make different choices for different
reasons. We choose to have
certain convictions based on
our experiences and how we
uniquely perceive the world.
Until we start understanding where other
people are coming from, the
polarization will continue to
grow. We must decide, even
if different, can we engage in
productive dialogue?
We must, and we can.
At Leaders for Political
Dialogue, we pledge to
emphasize humility and
civility in speaking with, and
listening, to each other. Our
forum, we hope, will be a
launching point for a different kind of discourse — one
which is honest, energetic,
and perhaps even optimistic.
Do you want to foster
civil discourse?
Visit www.leadersforpoliticaldialogue.org to invite
a facilitator into your community.
By Leaders for Political
Dialogue organizing committee members
Patrick Bwire, Masters
Candidate, Duke University
Pearce Godwin, Masters
Candidate, UNC
Nicole Kiprilov, Rising
Senior, Duke University
Linda Low, Masters
Candidate, Duke University
Allegra Panetto, Masters
Candidate, Duke University
Harrison Preddy, Senior,
North Carolina State
University
Jill Ricks, Masters
Candidate, North Carolina
Central University
Odette Rouvet, Masters
Candidate, Duke University
Rachel Schmidtke,
Masters Candidate, Duke
University
Ben Siegelman, Masters
Candidate, North Carolina
State University
Hayley Welgus, Masters
Candidate, University of
North Carolina

SPEAK OUT
WRITING GUIDELINES
• Please type. Handwritten letters will not be accepted.
• Sign and date. No more than two people should sign letters.
• Students: Include your year, major and phone number.
• Faculty/staff: Include your department and phone number.
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Limit
letters to 250 words.
SUBMISSION
• Drop off or mail to our office at 151 E. Rosemary St., Chapel Hill,
NC 27514
• Email: opinion@dailytarheel.com
EDITOR’S NOTE: Columns, cartoons and letters do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff. Editorials reflect the
opinions of The Daily Tar Heel editorial board, which comprises 10 board
members, the opinion assistant editor and editor and the editor-in-chief.

